
CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2020: Reasons to Choose from an
Existing user point of view

CorelDRAW Standard• 

Experience seamless review, feedback, and collaboration on any device

 Get from ideation to output painlessly with new, game-changing collaboration tools that enable you to connect
with clients and colleagues on designs like never before. Share your concepts with your reviewers in the Cloud,
inviting them to view, annotate, and comment directly on your CorelDRAW design file using CorelDRAW.app.
Gone are the days of manual version control and collecting feedback from a number of sources. Making design
changes couldn?t be easier, with feedback from one or many contributors, all in one place?your working file.
Whether you choose to design on your desktop or online, CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2020 streamlines the review
and approval process for everyone, enabling you to deliver incredible design projects with maximum efficiency.

Note: Collaboration features are available only through subscription or with an additional purchase plan for
perpetual license customers.

Expand your creative capabilities thanks to machine learning

 Leave it to artificial intelligence to make the impossible, possible. CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2020 is packed
with features that use machine-learned models to expand your design capabilities and accelerate workflows.
Process images in high gear with AI-powered upsampling and JPEG artifact removal features, and get inventive
with new AI-based effects for bitmaps and vectors. Plus enjoy next-level bitmap-to-vector trace results, thanks to
the impressive new AI-assisted PowerTRACE?. 

Broaden your design horizons with new typography features

Showcase type beautifully with new typographic technologies and enhancements to core type tools. Fine-tune type
responsively with cutting-edge variable font support and enjoy a seamless text workflow when working between
web and desktop. Format paragraphs effortlessly with new numbered lists and enhancements to bulleted lists in
CorelDRAW. 

Note: Windows 7 and Windows 8.1 do not support variable fonts.

Do more in less time 

CorelDRAW Graphics Suite 2020 takes performance seriously. Work more efficiently and achieve better results
with a noticeably quicker, more responsive suite of applications. Experience speed gains in CorelDRAW?from
start-up time and opening large documents, to working with text and files with lots of PowerClips. Corel
PHOTO-PAINT??s faster, smoother brushes will do wonders for your workflow. With many complex operations
performing up to 10x faster than our previous version, you?ll move from concept to completion in record time

Have more fun with enhancements to your most loved features

Nothing is more important to us than our loyal users, which is why we continue to fine-tune our features to ensure
they address your top requests. Enjoy many enhancements you?ve been asking for, from quality improvements to
enriching your favorite tools. Be more productive in CorelDRAW with a number of time-saving enhancements to
Find & Replace, Align and Distribute, PDF export, and shadow effects, just to name a few. Maximize your
creativity with elevated Corel PHOTO-PAINT features, including non-destructive effects and enhancements to
masks, Replace Color, and more. Thanks to valuable input from users like you, your most loved CorelDRAW
Graphics Suite features are now even better.
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